
ISW started using Babel Street Insights in early 
2023 due to its ability to surface a wide range of 
unique, multilanguage insights drawn from billions 
of publicly available data sources worldwide. In 
December 2023, as the Hamas/Israel conflict 
escalated with no signs of slowing down, ISW 
sought to build an open-source fueled report on 
the order of battle for Hamas’ military wing, the 
Izz al-Din al-Qassem Brigades. “Order of battle” 
is a military term used to describe the tracking of 
armed forces (troops, ships, aircraft, artillery, etc.) 
across a defined geographic area.

The Izz al-Din al-Qassem Brigades of interest 
included five Hamas brigades and their subordinate 
battalions. The ISW also published a short 

explanation of the military wing and how Hamas 
structured the al-Qassem Brigades. This order 
of battle aimed to make use of both Hamas and 
Israeli Defense Force (IDF) reporting to establish a 
complete, unbiased picture.

ISW recognized that assessments of Hamas’ 
remaining strength in December 2023 would 
provide important insight as ceasefire discussions 
became more serious. Using Babel Street Insights 
capabilities, lead author Brian Carter and his team 
created a full picture and status report on these 
critical brigades.

This report included an assessment of the strength 
of each Hamas unit, which added even more depth 
and value to the final version.

In early October 2023, an armed conflict between the Palestinian Sunni Islamist group Hamas (a U.S.-
designated foreign terrorist organization, or FTO) and Israel broke out near the Gaza Strip and southern 
Israel. The surprise attack from Hamas, which initiated the conflict, resulted in more than 1,200 Israelis and 
foreign nationals (including at least 35 U.S. citizens in Israel) killed. Hamas and other groups also seized 
253 hostages on October 7.* The armed conflict has persisted well into 2024 and resulted in significant 
casualties and loss of life on both sides.

Following the breakout of this armed conflict, the U.S.-based Institute for the Study of War (ISW) began 
an ongoing series of reports designed to surface detailed information about the war. ISW aims to advance 
an informed understanding of military affairs through reliable research, trusted analysis, and innovative 
education. They are committed to improving the nation’s ability to execute military operations and respond 
to emerging threats to achieve U.S. strategic objectives. ISW is a non-partisan, non-profit, public policy 
research organization.
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To build an effective report and comprehensive 
analysis, the ISW team leaned on Babel Street 
Insights to help identify commanders (usually 
deceased) and Hamas units within the Gaza 
Strip. This presented challenges including the 
fact that the IDF used somewhat different names 

compared to Hamas. Below is one example of a 
Babel Street Insights document returned when 
the team searched                             [Commander 
of the Beit Lahia Battalion] and,        [al-Qassem, 
for the al-Qassem Brigades — Hamas’ military 
wing]. 

Completing the Puzzle
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This data helped substantiate the IDF reporting on this particular commander. Building the Hamas 
order of battle for the Rafah and Khan Younis governorates (in the South) proved much more 
challenging than in the North. This is partly because the IDF had reported on a number of the 
battalions and commanders themselves, which tipped and cued names and positions that the 
ISW team could then search for in Arabic. There was less readily available IDF information to cross-
reference in the South.

ISW started by using the names of geographic battalions — such as the “Eastern Battalion” — as 
keywords. This proved effective and provided a critical hit:  

                                                          [The Qassemi (referring to the Qassem Brigades) Mujahid 
Commander, Mohammad Jabril al-Shamali from the Abu Bakr Mosque in Rafah, commander of the 
Eastern Battalion in Rafah.]

This data suggested to the researchers that there was an Eastern Battalion in Rafah and provided 
the potential name of a commander. Unfortunately, this commander had died before the war. But his 
existence and the existence of the unit at all offered a pivotal start towards understanding the Hamas 
order of battle in Rafah.
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“Babel Street Insights was the vital component that enabled our team to build an incredibly detailed 
report,” said report lead author Brian Carter. “From helping find archived copies of key posts on the 
official Hamas website to accessing critical Telegram accounts that would be extremely challenging to 
find otherwise, Babel Street unlocked hard-to-find pieces of information that helped form a complete 
picture in the final report.”

The final report from this project was made available through the ISW website as part of a series focused 
on the Hamas-Israel conflict. 

“The ability to access archived documents from websites currently down (like the official al-Qassem 
Hamas site) was hugely important. This project would not have been nearly as good or complete without 
these Babel Street capabilities,” said Carter.

*According to a Congressional Research Service report.

https://www.babelstreet.com/
https://crsreports.congress.gov/product/pdf/R/R47828

